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我国 2005 年修订后的新公司法已于 2006 年 1 月 1 日施行，本次修订是 1993


















































The new company law revised in 2005 put in practice on January 1,2006. The 
176th article is the rule about reduction of capital. Compared with the old edition, very 
few words have been replaced in revised edition. But the question is whether or not 
such amendment is enough to satisfy the need of society and economy. From the 
perspective of comparative jurisprudence, this dissertation makes a study on the 
reduction of capital system. Considering our tradition and reality of legislation, the 
author will bring forward the perfection suggestion in the last part. 
This dissertation proceeds as follows: preface, text and conclusion. As for the 
text, it consists of three chapters. 
The preface explains the cause of study and the object of study.  
Chapter one is the reduction of capital and the conflict of interest it caused. Starts 
from the concept of capital, it also analyses the connotation of capital reduction in 
different capital formation institution, then the author presents briefly the classification 
and reason of capital reduction, followed by the analysis of the essential of it. On the 
basis of previous analysis, emphasizes the study of the possible conflict of interest 
during the process of capital reduction, and shows the rationality and importance of 
capital reduction system. 
Chapter two is the comparative practice of capital reduction system. The author 
introduces the statute and case law of the head countries in the word from three points 
of view: general condition of capital reduction, and rules of creditors’ protection, and 
rules of shareholders’ protection. 
Chapter three is the current legislation and review of our company law. For the 
purpose of satisfying the need of social practice, this chapter first presents one picture 
of current legislation of our capital reduction system, and lists those amendments in 
2005 revised edition. Second, explains the basic principle which should be carried out 
in system of capital reduction, analyses the characteristic and mode of head countries 
in the world. Third, draws a conclusion that we should keep the mode in existence 
considering our tradition and reality of practice in our country. The author gives the 
advice of amendment aimed at each defect in the end. 
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大鹏证券的注册资本为 15 亿元，负债额高达 28 亿，债权人不得不承担 13 亿元
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